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so, in summary, blockchain is not a panacea
for all organizational problems. however, the
way in which the blockchain can be applied

can be quite beneficial to a business,
especially if the information is not critical. for
example, blockchain can be used as a tool to
store information and maintain compliance

with contractual requirements, which can be
provided as a service to third-party

stakeholders. furthermore, blockchain can
be used to streamline the verification

process for third-party stakeholders. the use
of blockchain can also be quite helpful in the

automation of processes to reduce the
burden on third-party stakeholders. there
are three key aspects to understand the

technology, and they are as follows: first, the
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blockchain is a distributed ledger that is a
kind of computer record of data. it is

immutable, meaning that it cannot be
altered once it is written to the ledger. a

central server cannot change the records.
this is a significant benefit for financial

institutions, since it prevents the duplication
of records. second, the blockchain is a

consensus ledger. the consensus of each
block is verified by peers, and it is shared

with the rest of the network. since the
blockchain is a shared ledger, it enables

peer-to-peer transactions. thus, you have to
trust the other users, but you need not trust
the parties with which you are transacting.

since it is distributed, the technology is
inherently resistant to downtime, hacking, or

denial of service attacks. third, the
blockchain includes digital assets, such as
financial instruments. these are used as

digital tokens to pay for things or to transfer
ownership. digital assets are built on top of
the blockchain. examples include financial

instruments such as shares, bonds, and
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other financial derivatives. financial
instruments are represented in a block,

which is in turn, a record of ownership of the
instrument. this is important for the

accounting profession because financial
instruments such as stocks, bonds, and
other financial instruments are a part of

accounting records.
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crypto transactions offer significant privacy
protections. and as the use of crypto

transactions increases, those benefits will
continue to grow. many companies,

including the big four, are experimenting
with crypto-enabled solutions. this is the
biggest and most exciting use case for
blockchain to date. the applications are

many and varied and offer much more than
the simple idea of moving value around a

network. the technology offers the ability to
reward customers with crypto currency,

create different types of trade finance, and
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even create different types of ownership
structures for assets and stock. there are
many exciting uses for blockchain, and

accounting professionals have an
opportunity to take advantage of this,

ensuring the technology will be adopted by
clients and to better serve them. blockchain
technology could be used to automate an

audit process that is typically performed by
multiple people, often each looking at the

same information. but in this case, instead of
different individuals looking at the same

information, everyone in the network could
look at the same information at the same
time. this would speed up the process and

provide an audit solution that has both
efficiency and reliability advantages over

traditional audits. auditors would be able to
verify that the information being used is

accurate. from the users perspective,
information would be verified by others, not
the auditor, and the audit would be shorter.
blockchain technology is often touted as a

way to create a truly traceable, secure
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record of transactions. however, that title
appears to be overstated, as the true value

of the technology is much more nuanced. for
example, blockchain technology allows for
more efficient accounting, as transactions
may be completed quickly, and potentially
without the need for clearing, as each party

is aware of the transactions. but it also
enables transparency. each party in a

network can, and should, be able to confirm
that the other is following the network rules.

this is the reason that blockchains are
typically designed to support a

permissionless network. 5ec8ef588b
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